Edit your Slack Profile

Use the #intros channel to introduce yourself
Slack Tutorial for Check & Connect: Posting and Commenting

Use the #connect channel to scroll resources, ask questions, and share ideas around connecting with your students during COVID-19 school closures.

- If there is a post you would like to engage in, hover at top right of post and click the speech bubble to Start or Reply to thread and leave your comment.

- To add a post on the topic of “connect,” you can write your question, hyperlink resource, or upload document in the message box.
When commenting on a post or question, be sure the selected channel and thread align as circles indicate below.

Additional Slack Tutorials

Slack’s basic guides on using Slack
https://slack.com/help/categories/20011606-Using-Slack

How to join channels
https://slack.com/help/articles/360017938993-What-is-a-channel#join-channels

Using threads to respond to specific posts
https://slack.com/help/articles/115000769927-Use-threads-to-organize-discussions-

How direct messages (DMs) work
https://slack.com/help/articles/212281468-What-is-a-direct-message

Using posts in Slack
https://slack.com/help/articles/203950418-Use-posts-in-Slack

Profile help guides
https://slack.com/help/categories/36000047906